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“By Royal Appointment”

D-Day — 6th June
I never thought that I would ever walk through the magnificent gates of Buckingham
Palace, but there we were, “Four Celebs” from Rushcliffe Country Park — Kate, Jean,
Martyn and myself walking nervously towards the Palace.
We were escorted along a corridor towards the garden, into brilliant Sunshine, where the
bands of the Coldstream Guards and the Parachute Regiment were playing. Thousands of
happy, elegantly clad people, young and old, eagerly awaiting the Royal Party.
4pm, right on cue, the National Anthem played as the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh
arrived. Two walkways were formed and guests who were to be introduced were
assembled. The Equerries asked us to move back so as not to eavesdrop (no danger from
me there then!). We were lucky as the Queen stopped close to our party, looking
elegant, as ever, in a pale green coat and hat and pearls, of course!
All too soon, our day was coming to an end. At 5.50pm we were asked to line up near the
Palace. The Royal Party were leaving.
The end to a perfect day.
Our own Chauffeur
Good Company
And cucumber sandwiches
What more could “one” want?

Margaret

Friends of RCP visit Buckingham Palace
In recognition of the FoRCP “Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service four members of the
‘Friends’ were invited to attend a Garden Party at Buckingham Palace. So it was that,
Jean, Kate, Margaret and myself set off on a sunny Thurs 6th June for the big city.
Our taxi (kindly provided by Kate’s Husband, Tony) duly delivered us in good time to
The Mall where we had a short walk, and wait, before being admitted through the main
gates. Proceeding through a large courtyard we entered the Palace itself, passed through
a couple of reception rooms and out into the rear gardens, which were resplendent in
glorious sunshine.
At 4pm the Queen, Prince Phillip and other members of the Royal Family appeared and
progressed through corridors of guests chatting to selected celebrities. We, lesser guests,
were in proximity to these meetings. The rest of the afternoon was enjoyed wandering
around the beautiful gardens and lake and eating sandwiches (no crusts), excellent cakes
and taking tea.
We were among some 8000 guests ranging from the Archbishop of Canterbury to Eric
Pickles. There were a large contingent of Team GB Olympians both past and present.
Although cameras were banned, we took the risk of asking a man in a team GB blazer to
take the accompanying picture. Much to the delight of the female members of our group
he turned out to be Roger Black, the medal winning runner.
Altogether a memorable day.

Martyn

Weaving
Friendships

“A Jubilee Effort”

Mosaic Slabs—Gordon.
Design of Mosaics—John Randall—FoRCP Queens
Award & Queens Diamond Jubilee.
Create Mosaics—Jean & Kate.
Felling of Sycamore—Chris Davis.
Create Bench—Cutting—Zoe.
- Design, cutting angles and attaching legs—
John Randall, Gordon & John Youngs.
Installation of Bench—Keith, Zoe & James Harvey.
Create Footplate Area—Dig out turf & Soil,
Hard-core & sand layer—John Randall, Janet,
Jill, Martyn & John Youngs.
Framework for Pavers & Mosaics—John Randall.
Cement Mosaics—Bill, John Randall.
Cutting of corner Pavers—John Randall using
Gordon’s tile cutter.
Lay Pavers—John Randall.
Turf around outer Pavers—John Randall, Martyn.
Whacker Pavers—Tom Marshall.
Top Dressing—Keith, Gemma Truelove.
Oak Tree Planted—Zoe.
A beautiful design to commemorate the
Queens Diamond Jubilee and the
Friend’s Queens Award for Voluntary Service.
A credit to all that took part in it’s creation.
Zoe

“A bit of Natural Shade”
The play area end of the larch
woodland has been created into a
natural shady area. Thanks to Paul
Hughes who spent many hours
crown lifting at the commencement
This area was then used for felling
practise to thin some of the trees.
There then followed a full day with
the Friends completing the crown
lifting and moving the brash ready
for chipping. Roger & I constructed
a new fence to cordon off the rest
of the woodland.
Thank you to everyone, who’s hard
work has created a lovely area.
Zoe

Bug Ritz
A new chain of hotels is under construction at the Country Park. A
5* Bug Hotel has opened in the recently refurbished tree nursery.
The “Bug Ritz” is constructed with recycled materials and is
situated conveniently close to the pond, complete with adjacent
Bee Pole and roof garden.
Ritz 1

Ritz 2

Bug Ritz 2 is also now completed in the Activity woodland, and
already squatters have moved in.
Heather

The Final Two
To complete the projects
made from the timber felled
at Millfield, the last two of
Mathew’s benches, now reside
back at the top of Millfield.

Bench themes
Foxes & Badgers

Wytham May 2013
The journey coming up that long familiar drive is always such a
pleasure, giving a promise of good times to come.
After setting up the camp in bright sunshine, Zoe, Jill and myself
decided to go for a walk through the wood, past the Swiss Chalet and
on to the Woodcutter’s Shack. This simple building is an exact copy of
what stood before, beautifully constructed in local green oak and
roofed in sycamore shingles handmade by Matt, one of our friends.
Inside we met Robin and Rosie, two ‘artists in residence’ seconded
from one of the universities. They are print makers and the Shack acts
as gallery for their work, the subject matter all about life in Wytham
Wood. After a glass of cider we returned to camp and met up with the
others. Later as dusk fell we started our campfire and pancakes were
cooked and heartily consumed.
Tuesday, our first working day, started with finding out that Pete had
suffered a terrible night with food poisoning, a consequence of faulty
chicken at the local pub. We left him to sleep it off and set off to the
woods to complete three projects. Clearing old wire fencing was the
first, then one group started on a new small gate while Zoe, Kevin and
myself got busy installing a large gate. After an enjoyable and sunny
day we returned back to camp, tired but happy. That evening was
rounded off with another campfire and more pancakes. Tristan, Nigel’s
son came and joined us, always a pleasure.

Wednesday saw Pete much improved but still delicate. We drove to Hill
End, an education centre on the edge of the wood, where our task was
to create a new path joining two car parks. We were introduced to
three delicious cakes in the common room, this put us all in a very
positive frame of mind. As the photos show, turf was removed, soil
raked, edging fixed, fabric laid and ballast barrowed. A whacker plate
handled by yours truly compacted the surface. We all put in a long
hard day, and David was delighted with our efforts.

That evening the weather got worse but inside the Talbot Inn, all was
cosy, with food, drink and conversation completing a very successful day.
Thursday began with the Friends up at the Woodcutters Shack.
Our task— to construct a deck around two sides of the building. All the
materials were there and in no time at all the team stepped into gear.
Holes dug, posts planted and joists fixed, like worker ants we crawled
everywhere. When Kevin joined us we started on cutting and screwing
down the decking boards. The day whizzed by, sadly we could not
complete the entire deck but we were very proud of our achievements.
Another night at the Talbot was needed to recharge our batteries, an
evening full of laughter.
The week had delivered as it always does... we finished feeling
appreciated... as always and exhausted... as always and looking forward
to September...as always. Thanks to Zoe, Nigel, Nick and Kevin and me
for writing this article again! Roger

Subscriptions
A gentle reminder
If you have not yet paid
Please do so soon
Many Thanks

Completion of improvements of pathway
between the pond dipping area and the
den building area. Thanks to everybody
who helped.
Heather

Easter Egg Hunt
This event went off very successfully. Over the proceeding weeks I had
collected the names of 100 children and bought 100 Maltesers Chocolate
Eggs for £1 each. The hunt consisted of the children travelling around the
lake and inspecting 21 large posters of collections of decorated Easter
Eggs. On each poster just one egg matched an egg on their sheet and this
was ticked off when they spotted it. They then returned to have their
work ‘marked’ and were presented with these impressive eggs. The
feedback we received from the parents was fantastic! We also had the
first giant jigsaw puzzle laid out for families to try. This was a good
opportunity to find out if they might like to have a jigsaw picnic, an on
going project. The feedback was encouraging. We charged £1.50 for the
egg hunt activity but I also printed off extra sheets expecting we would
have additional children. For these we charged just 30p and we sold 46
sheets!
Many thanks to Dorothy, Sara and my Pat for helping out over this
enjoyable weekend. Roger

Message in a bottle
A new activity has been set up to engage children, where, equipped with a
sheet (above) they can imagine that following a shipwreck,15children
stranded on their individual islands have placed help messages in bottles.
Only 14 have been found and by examining each message the children can
discover where each child is stranded and the identity and location of the
15th missing child.
A great response so far!

New signage on the park
Two signs, originally designed and installed by the Friends were in
desperate need of renovation. Shown here are the before and after
images, the new ones are framed in brushed aluminium trim, I hope
you agree –an improvement.
Roger

Langford Lowfields
“In the early days of the long winter, some Friends asked me about the RSPB site at
Langford Lowfields, where I do some volunteering work. The idea of a group visit
soon emerged, and that was duly fixed for the evening of 15th May. At relatively
short notice, a group of 10 were able to make it.
Langford Lowfields is a relatively new RSPB site and is not yet open to the public.
Situated adjacent to the Trent next to Cromwell lock, downstream of Newark, it
consists largely of gravel pits formed by recent quarrying, together with surrounding
scrub and grassland and a small amount of woodland. The main focus at present is on
forming a reed bed environment in the current gravel pits, but as more pits become
available as quarrying progresses, other habitats, e.g., for wading birds, will be
provided.
We were met at the gate by one of the wardens, Paul Bennett, who was to be our
guide. We were escorted through the adjacent Tarmac-operated quarry (closed in
the evening) and onto the reserve. Paul was a mine of information on the history of
the site, development plans, the conservation work being carried out, and of course
the wildlife to be found on the site. He was also able to answer the many and varied
questions from the group. Particular topics included aspects of the quarrying
process, reed propagation, hydrology, scrub management, last winter’s floods, and
future plans for the site.
A particularly interesting item was the man-made Sand Martin bank. Unlike the
concrete eyesores found in some places, this was constructed out of sand, with the
help of a sand sculptor, and strengthened with cement just sufficiently to give it
some strength without making it impossible for the birds to tunnel. Some 50 or so
nest holes and dozens of these small hirundines swooping in and out proved how
successful it has been. It even survived several months’ submersion under flood
waters this winter.

As reed becomes established in the existing pits, it is expected that the site will
become home to rare birds such as Bittern and Bearded Tit. Already birds such
as Reed Bunting and Reed Warbler are abundant. In the absence of fully grown
reed over much of it at present, it attracts a number of breeding waders, and,
with the help of binoculars and telescopes, we were lucky enough to catch sight
of Oystercatcher, Ringed Plover, Little Ringed Plover and Dunlin. We also had
glimpses of beautiful Yellow Wagtails, a few Little Egrets, and the inevitable
Buzzard overhead.
At the northern end of the site we could see work in progress constructing a
pontoon and board walk to allow visitors to do a circular walk when the that
part of the site opens, later in the year. At present there are public footpaths all
round the site (some on RSPB land but fenced off from the wetland part). These
paths allow reasonably good views of parts of the reserve. An RSPB car park on
Cottage Lane had opened a few days previously.
After completing about a 2 mile walk around the site in glorious, but cold,
evening weather, complete with sunset, we made our way back to our cars and
thanked Paul for a most interesting, informative and entertaining visit.”
Regards,
John

Well done to Mike Rust for
completing his chainsaw course !!

New Giant Hit-pipes are added to the Sensory Trail

The discarded pipes from two old floating islands have been given a new
lease of life as a musical instrument- Try them out when you next visit the
park, they create a super deep sounds!

Another new addition– The Pan Stacking Puzzle
‘The challenge starts with all four pans in a stack in order of size on the
left hand base. Can you move the entire stack of pans to one of the other
two bases keeping to two rules?
-1.You can move only one pan at a time.
-2.You cannot place a larger pan on a smaller one.
When you are successful, can you do it in 15 moves?
Give it a try!

New buckets replace the old with wildlife painted
images and a theme of tessellation patterns

On the bucket lids I have
mounted 16 tessellation patterns
for children to enjoy. These are
also supported by a 30p sheet
which encourages them to spot all
these fascinating patterns which
they might then go on to explore.
A butterfly seat is also underway,
where a pattern of tessellating
butterflies are sculpted in wood.

Work Days
The Friends’ work days will be held every Wednesday and Saturday.
Meet at the Rangers’ Office at 9.30 am.

Registered Charity No 1079665

Wildlife Update
On 10th and 11th June a count was made of a day –flying
moth which breeds on the park and is classed as local
throughout its range in Britain.
The moth, called a Grass Rivulet, seems to be doing well
with an average population of approximately 50 individuals
mainly found in one area of grassland.
Also on the 11th of June a count of Southern Marsh Orchids
around the lake found 186 individual flower spikes.
Previous years counts were 2011 – 83 and 2012 – 160.
Heather has found the breed name of the two large ducks
(nicknamed Laurel and Hardy by most visitors.) They are
called Appleyards after the name of the person who bred
them during the 1940’s as both egg producers and as birds
for the table, probably as a response to general wartime
shortages of food.
On 18th of June our second species of deer was recorded
on the park – a Muntjac, seen by a dog walker near the
western edge of the park.
Mick

Dates for your Diary
FoRCP Meeting Wednesday 4th September 1-30pm RCP
FoRCP Meeting Wednesday 13th November 1-30pm RCP
FoRCP Residential Wytham Mon 9th—Fri 13th September

